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ABSTRACT
Induced seismic events have been recorded recently in the
southern midcontinent of the United States, including Texas.
These events, associated with hydrocarbon exploration and the
subsequent disposal of wastewater byproduct, have led to substantial public discussion regarding cause, public safety, and
potential risks of damage to infrastructure. In an effort to better understand these events and to monitor earthquake activity
in general, the 84th Texas Legislature funded creation of a
statewide, seismic-monitoring program known as the Texas
Seismological Network (TexNet). The goal of TexNet is to
provide authenticated data to evaluate the location, frequency,
and likely causes of natural and induced earthquakes, so
TexNet, through August 2018, deployed 58 new broadband
seismic stations in the state of Texas. Of these, 25 are permanent and form, along with 18 existing broadband stations, an
evenly spaced backbone, seismic network in the state. In addition to the permanent installations, 33 of the new stations are
portable and have been deployed in four different areas of the
state experiencing recent seismicity and having high-socioeconomic importance. An earthquake-management system
(SeisComp3) is being used to detect, locate, and analyze earthquake events and earthquakes measuring M L 2 and above have
been made available through various dissemination tools by the
next working day. Depending on daily earthquake rate, events
of magnitude down to 1.5 are publicly available in three business days from the time they are detected. The initial implementation of TexNet has reduced the magnitude of
completeness (M c ) across Texas from 2.7 to less than 1.5 in
specific areas and has played a role in a large decrease in uncertainties about earthquake-source parameters.

Supplemental Content: Tables listing the borehole stations site
assessment and installation and the P- and S-wave velocities of
the Earth model used for earthquake location in the Delaware
basin are presented, and noise analysis of sites visited for
doi: 10.1785/0220180350

deployment of a permanent station, classification of noise
levels for Texas Seismological Network (TexNet) stations,
a worldwide map where SeisComP3 (SCP3) installations in
2018, and a list of seismological observatories that SCP3 used.

INTRODUCTION
Because of the recent increase in seismicity in the southern
midcontinent of the United States (Ellsworth, 2013;
Weingarten et al., 2015) and the history of earthquakes in
Texas (Frohlich and Davis, 2002; Frohlich et al., 2016), the
state of Texas in 2015 funded the Texas Seismological
Network (TexNet). The intent was to develop and install a
seismological network throughout Texas; collect, analyze,
and catalog data and make them publicly available at improved
resolution; and conduct research leading to an understanding
of the nature and causes of the seismicity (e.g., earthquakes).
A previously existing network of 18 operating seismicmonitoring stations, irregularly distributed across Texas, was
not sufficient to detect, locate, and properly characterize seismicity at a level of accuracy necessary for an understanding
either of what caused the event or whether any actions could
be taken to reduce the recurrence of such events. Hence, the
new TexNet seismic-monitoring network was created, which
consists of stand-alone, broadband seismometers installed in
suitable locations throughout Texas in two configurations—
permanent and portable. As of August 2018, TexNet had
installed 22 borehole and 3 auxiliary stations that, combined
with the 18 previously existing stations, form a backbone seismic network of 43 stations, all of which enable the monitoring
and cataloging of seismicity evenly across Texas. Interstation
distance for the backbone network varies from 90 to 150 km.
In addition to this backbone network, 33 portable seismicmonitoring stations were deployed to allow detailed sitespecific assessments of areas of active seismicity. The portable
stations were designed using broadband seismometers and accelerometers to allow onscale recording and detailed characterization of ground motion, even for large, nearby earthquakes.
TexNet uses an operational earthquake-management system (EMS) for detection, analysis, location, and dissemination
of earthquake data, and quality-assurance information is
obtained from a noise analysis of ground-motion data. In
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addition, a comparison of earthquake-analysis information is
presented from the existing stations, the new backbone stations, and the portable deployments. TexNet began providing
earthquake data for Texas in January 2017. The purpose of this
article is to introduce TexNet (code TX; see Data and
Resources) and, more specifically, its design criteria, architecture, site evaluation, the quality assurance (QA) of stations, and
an evaluation of seismicity characterization.

REQUISITE FOR TEXNET
Instrumental seismology for earthquakes in Texas began in
1970, when the first seismic station was deployed in the state.
Earthquakes were recorded in Texas from 1973 through 2015,
as reported in the U.S. Geological Survey Advanced National
Seismic System (USGS/ANSS) Comprehensive Catalog
(ComCat, see Data and Resources; Fig. 1). The earthquakes
recorded during this period are all above the network magnitude of completeness (M c ) for the network, which is the minimum magnitude above which all earthquakes within a certain
region are reliably recorded (Fig. 1). According to the ANSS
catalog and the methods (goodness of fit [GFT], maximum
curvature [MAXC]) of Mignan and Woessner (2012), the
M c for Texas for the period of 1973 through 2015 is 2.7.
Mignan and Woessner (2012) used the frequency–magnitude
distribution (FMD) of an earthquake catalog and calculated
M c through a GFT test (Wiemer and Wyss, 2000), as well
as a MAXC technique (Wyss et al., 1999; Wiemer and
Wyss, 2000).
The rate of recorded seismicity has clearly been increasing
in Texas (Fig. 1), beginning around 2008 (Frohlich and Davis,
2002; Frohlich et al., 2016). Prior to that time, one to two
earthquakes per year of M ≥ 3 were recorded, on average.
Since 2008, however, the rate has increased to approximately
15 events per year, on average. The frequency and cumulative
number of earthquakes for the state of Texas are reported in
the ANSS ComCat (see Data and Resources) and that from
1973 to 2015, the number of seismometers in Texas increased
from 1 to 18. Also this increase in instruments in Texas does
not influence the increase in recorded earthquakes above M 2.7
because we are presenting only events greater than the M c for
the period in question.

NETWORK
Design Criteria and Architecture of TexNet
A seismic network was designed using specific criteria on the
basis of its intended purpose. The goals of TexNet are to
(1) monitor, locate, and catalog seismicity across Texas and
(2) facilitate the investigation of ongoing earthquake sequences
by deploying portable seismic-monitoring stations. These sitespecific assessments are most critical for events in or near urban
areas or sites of large-scale human industrial and socioeconomic activities such as petroleum extraction, mining, and
water infrastructure.
2
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To support these goals, TexNet includes both permanent
and portable stations. Permanent-station deployments have
either a broadband (120 s) posthole seismometer for borehole
(20 ft) installation or a broadband (20 s) posthole seismometer
for direct-burial installation (3–5 ft). Portable-station deployments have a broadband (20 s) posthole seismometer (3–5 ft)
and a 4g posthole accelerometer (1 ft) for direct-burial installation. TexNet permanent stations complement the existing
broadband network in the state for an evenly grid-spaced
backbone array. Portable stations are deployed closer to the
earthquake source for better characterization of earthquake
sequences, rupture zones, and local ground motion.
The following are considered primary criteria in the final
selection of locations for new permanent stations: (1) locations
of the 18 existing permanent Seismic Network stations in
Texas, (2) locations of seismic stations in neighboring states,
and (3) historical seismicity in Texas (as reported by ComCat;
Fig. 2). At the end of 2017, Texas had 22 new borehole stations
and 3 auxiliary, direct-burial stations (CRHG, HNVL, and
DRIO) as part of the permanent array. The purpose of auxiliary stations, which use portable-station hardware although
for an expectedly long-term plan of deployment, is to fill gaps
in the backbone array. Together, existing and new stations are
located over an approximately evenly spaced grid that provides
optimal coverage across the entire state (Fig. 2). Specific locations were identified following a site-specific assessment for
each of the 25 new permanent-station locations using a buffer
zone with a radius of 25 mi. Numerous sites were evaluated
within these buffer zones to determine optimal locations for
station installations.
Considerations for portable-station deployment (Fig. 2)
included recent seismicity (from 2013 onward), as well as
the scientific and socioeconomic implications of the region.
As of August 2018, TexNet had deployed 33 portable stations,
distributed across the following general locations:
• 15 stations in the Fort Worth basin,
• 7 stations near Cogdell field,
• 8 stations in the Permian basin, and
• 3 stations in the Eagle Ford operating area.
Three portable stations are kept available for immediate
deployment, depending on field conditions, to be complementary to existing TexNet deployments. The portable-station
deployment plan is reevaluated yearly by TexNet.
Seismic Stations
Site Selection
Both permanent and portable station sites have roughly
common criteria, including (1) station sites with low ambient
noise and, where possible, (2) station sites with bedrock or an
otherwise stiff substratum. Because of the different time spans
of station deployment (6 months for portable and 10  yr
for permanent) and different spacing (close spacing for portable and regional spacing for permanent), site-selection criteria
and installation methods differ for the two types of deployment. Site assessment began on March 2016 and continued
through July 2017.
– 2019
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▴ Figure 1. (a) Map of Texas with seismicity of M L > 2:7 from 1973 through 2015. Color coding follows time; only earthquakes larger than
magnitude 2.7 are shown. Inset map A denotes the Kelly-Snyder and Cogdell oil fields. (b) Frequency (solid line) and cumulative number
(dashed line) with time for earthquakes having M ≥ 2:7. Data provided by U.S. Geological Survey Advanced National Seismic System
(USGS/ANSS) catalog. BB, broadband.
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▴ Figure 2. Map of existing and newly deployed stations (TX International Federation of Digital Seismograph Networks [FDSN] network
code). For Delaware basin area (magenta polygon), 1D Earth model (DB1D) calculated. Existing BB stations (magenta triangles) and newly
deployed permanent stations (red triangles) are the backbone of Texas Seismological Network (TexNet) network. Inset map A denotes the
Kelly-Snyder and Cogdell oil fields.
Permanent Sites. Permanent seismic-station installations
include either placement of seismometers in 20-ft-deep cased
and cemented boreholes (22 sites) or direct-burial in shallow
(1–3 ft) pits (three sites). Of the 25 permanent stations, PECS
and MNHN (Fig. 2) include deployment of an accelerometer.
Once potential sites for permanent installations were identified, the corresponding landowners were contacted for access
to the locations identified, and initial site assessment began.
The agreement between TexNet (The University of Texas
at Austin) and landowners uses a 10 yr license agreement
for the sites ultimately selected for installation.
To facilitate site selection of the permanent stations
(Fig. 2), performance of transportable array (TA) sites from
EarthScope’s USArray program, which was deployed in
Texas from 2008 to 2011, was used to assess ambient noise
and earthquake-monitoring effectiveness. Performance criteria
included long-term noise as measured by station power spectral
4
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probability density function (McNamara et al., 2009; Casey
et al., 2018), geologic description of the site, and calculated
shear-wave velocity in the upper 30 m (Zalachoris et al.,
2017). Published geologic and topographic information of the
area inside the buffer zone of potential sites was used to identify firmness of the substrate. Areas of higher elevation and
stiffer formations were preferred over sites located in basins
and atop recent sediments. Areas with heavy traffic were
avoided. Additional considerations for site suitability included
verification of mobile data network coverage for fast data
upload and remote-equipment communication and drillingrig accessibility for station installation and routine maintenance. Each potential permanent-station site was screened for
excessive ambient noise using a 24 hr test.
One criterion of a successful 24 hr noise test was median
noise at least 20 dB below that of the USGS new high-noise
model (NHNM) for all frequency bands (Peterson, 1993). For
– 2019
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▴

Figure 3. Schematic representation of (a) borehole and (b) direct-burial station deployment.

example, noise-test results of all orthogonal components for
potential site ET11 show that because the median noise was
higher than the specified limit (Ⓔ Fig. S1, available in the supplemental content to this article), the site was rejected from
deployment consideration.
Portable Sites. Portable sites (Fig. 3) were selected on the basis
of two principal criteria: (1) the ability to reduce uncertainty of
hypocentral information for seismically active areas and (2) the
capability of fast deployment to new areas of seismic activity,
including physical accessibility to the site. Because a portable
network covers a smaller area than that of a permanent network, flexibility is limited in repositioning sites away from
sources of surface noise.
Site Selection
Permanent Stations. Field locations visited in the process of
identifying the best possible sites for installing permanent borehole stations are shown in Ⓔ Table S1. In areas where nearby
human activity might produce excessive noise, numerous sites
and landowners were identified for consideration, providing
more options for final site selection. Up to 21 potential sites were
identified in the search for each final site location at each station.
We visited 70 out of 167 sites being considered for a 24 hr noise
test for permanent borehole-station installation. Of those, 22 sites

passed the noise-test criteria and were used for station installation. All stations had been deployed by August 2017.
Portable Stations. Site evaluation of portable stations was similar to that of permanent stations, except that modification of
original locations was not possible, and 24 hr noise tests were
not often conducted a priori. For portable-station locations
where we did not conduct a noise test, noise was estimated
by visual inspection of the area, and noise level after station
deployment was evaluated annually. In the case of high-noise
conditions, stations will be moved to a new site.
QA of Stations
State-of-health information for all stations is available to the
TexNet team. Up to the present (January 2017–September
2018), the network has been experiencing more than 99%
uptime. So that data quality could be evaluated, we applied
a noise analysis to the time series of all orthogonal components
from January through May 2018 (Ⓔ Fig. S2).
QA assessment (Fig. 4) for stations deployed through end
of 2017 shows that, out of the 25 backbone network stations,
no stations indicated high noise and only 7 stations indicated
noise levels close to the limit threshold (−20 db below
NHNM). The latter group can be attributed to increased
industrial activity near the stations after initial site assessment.
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▴

Figure 4. Current station map with noise characteristics (low, moderate, limit, high) as of January 2018.

Out of the 29 portable stations deployed by the end of 2017,
5 stations were found to have high noise.

TEXNET DATA AND EARTHQUAKE EVENT
MANAGEMENT
TexNet Data Hub
Real-time ground-motion data (raw time series) are recorded
from each sensor and archived locally in the TexNet data
hub. In case of cell-coverage failure, locally stored time-series
data are transmitted when the network connection is reestablished. Every night, an automatic workflow checks for
data gaps and backfills the archive in the TexNet data hub
when possible.
The Data Management Center (Fig. 5) stores data for
four months in a real-time ring buffer (server 1), archived
locally, and the data are also fed into the EMS for real-time
event identification (server 2). The time-series data are stored
on server 2 (backup 1) and are also archived in The University
of Texas at Austin cloud infrastructure (server 3—backup 2).
6
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Through server 3, earthquake data and related information
are available to the public through the SeedLink protocol
(real time), ArcLink protocol (archive), and International
Federation of Digital Seismograph Networks (FDSN) web services. Both Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology
(IRIS; see Data and Resources) and National Earthquake
Information Center (NEIC; see Data and Resources) have a
direct SeedLink connection to our public SeedLink archive
(server 3).
Ground-motion data from existing seismic stations in
Texas and neighboring states are acquired from IRIS and used
by the EMS. The latter employs an earthquake event identification module that processes in real time any new event.
An automatic event location is calculated, an e-mail is sent
automatically to the TexNet operations team, and a revised
event location is provided after human intervention. Final
earthquake-source information is stored in the EMS database
and made available to the public through the TexNet earthquake catalog website (see Data and Resources).
– 2019
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▴

Figure 5. Schematic representation of TexNet data hub with data-flow information.

EMS
SeisComP3 (SCP3) software (see Data and Resources) is used
for the EMS. SCP3 is seismology software for data acquisition,
processing, distribution, and interactive analysis that was
developed by the GEOFOrschungsNetz (GEOFON) program
(see Data and Resources) at Helmholtz-Zentrum Potsdam,
GeoForschungsZentrum (GFZ) German Research Centre for
Geosciences (see Data and Resources), and gempa GmbH (see
Data and Resources). SCP3 is a fully modular system that is
used worldwide (Ⓔ Fig. S3) in systems ranging from offline
ground-motion evaluation to early warning systems. Through
SCP3, TexNet is able to retrieve data from different vendor
data-acquisition servers and IRIS. SCP3 also provides TexNet
network data to IRIS and NEIC.
Crustal-Velocity Models
To optimize velocity structure used in the earthquake-location
process, TexNet considered previous studies (e.g., Mitchell and
Landisman, 1971; Keller and Shurbet, 1975; Orr, 1984; Doser
et al., 1992; Kissling et al., 1994; Bilich et al., 1998; Frohlich
et al., 2011, 2012, 2014; Hermann et al., 2011; Frohlich, 2012;
Frohlich and Brunt, 2013; Gan and Frohlich, 2013; Hornbach
et al., 2015; Walter et al., 2016; Borgdfelt, 2017; Nakai et al.,
2017; Scales et al., 2017; Quinones et al., 2018) that discuss the
velocity structure of Texas, as well as regional seismic profiles.
Various independent and combined models are used to identify
optimal crustal velocities according to origin-time residuals.
TexNet uses, for areas other than Delaware basin (Fig. 2),
the International Association of Seismology and Physics, 1991
(IASP91) Earth model (see Data and Resources) for earthquake location. However, most of the reported seismicity
for 2017 (Savvaidis et al., 2017) is located in west Texas

(i.e., Delaware basin). To minimize earthquake-location uncertainties specific to the Delaware basin, TexNet uses an optimized 1D (DB1D; Huang et al., 2017) Earth model (Fig. 6a),
which emanated from velocity models obtained from previous
studies (Orr, 1984; Doser et al., 1992; Borgdfelt, 2017; Nakai
et al., 2017) and was optimized using seismic tomography
(Roecker et al., 2004, 2006). This process of creating sitespecific velocity models has been used by numerous researchers
(Doser et al., 1992; Borgdfelt, 2017; Nakai et al., 2017; Scales
et al., 2017; Quinones et al., 2018). The Earth models used for
earthquake location in the Delaware basin (DB1D) and the
rest of the state (IASP91) are presented in Figure 6b. P- and
S-wave velocities for DB1D are provided in Ⓔ Table S2.
Earthquake Detection, Analysis, Quality Control, Cataloging,
and Notification
Automated event detection is based on the calculation of
signal-to-noise ratio for each seismic station. Short-time average over long-time average calculations are used for automatic
phase picks. In addition, we apply an enhanced S-picker module, based on an S-Akaike information criterion algorithm
(Grigoli et al., 2018). Specific band-pass filters that distinguish
between local and regional events are applied to the time series.
We developed one pipeline (for the whole state) for detecting
regional seismicity and four pipelines (one for each area where
portable stations are deployed) for detecting local microseismicity. All qualified triggers from each station are next registered in the EMS, which then clusters the triggers to estimate
the origin time of a seismic event.
The original location and time for each earthquake event
are automatically generated by the SCP3 software. TexNet analysts then verify the location and refine it by applying a global
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search-location algorithm NonLinLoc (Lomax et al., 2000,
2009). Local magnitude (M L ) information is calculated for the
whole state using the formula (equation 2 on supplement S01)
of Scales et al. (2017) that is based on an attenuation relationship derived from earthquake data in the Dallas–Fort Worth
basin. Final location, magnitude, and origin times for each
seismic event are based on a minimum travel-time residual
between measured arrival times from the seismometers and calculated arrival times. Analysts also remove any false-positive
events if they do not fall into any of three categories: earthquakes, quarry blasts, or nonlocatable. Only those events identified as earthquakes are included in the public catalog.
The verified origin time, location, and magnitude of earthquakes are archived and published on the TexNet earthquake
information website (see Data and Resources) for public
reference.

MAGNITUDE OF COMPLETENESS
In Figure 7a, we present the M c for the whole state based
on observed earthquake data from January 2017 through
September 2018. We used the Bayesian magnitude of completeness (BMC) method (Mignan et al., 2011) that requires
seismic stations’ location information in addition to the earthquake catalog. Based on this result, we plan to increase the
number of stations in key areas where seismicity is reported
or the interstation distance is high.
FMD from January 2017 through September 2018 for
(1) Delaware basin (Fig. 7b) and (2) Snyder (Fig. 7c) is presented. The GFT, MAXC mean, and the median-based analysis of the segment slope methods (Mignan and Woessner,
2012) are used for the M c calculations in both Delaware basin
and Snyder.

DISCUSSION
Earthquakes in Texas over the last decade occurred in areas
of high-socioeconomic interest and remain areas of focused
study for TexNet portable systems, research, and collaboration.
A plethora of peer-reviewed publications based on regional or
local seismic networks now exist (Frohlich et al., 2011, 2014,
2016; Frohlich, 2012; Frohlich and Brunt, 2013; Hornbach
et al., 2015, 2016; Walter et al., 2016, 2018).
Seismicity has been reported through the TexNet public
website from January 2017 through September 2018 (Fig. 8),
and the portable networks up to that time are spread out in
four different areas that denote higher seismicity. In total,
4638 earthquakes are reported for this period, and of those
events, 148 are 2:5 ≤ M L ≤ 3:6.
However, over the 2017–2018 operations of TexNet, the
Delaware basin in west Texas generated the largest number of
earthquakes. Therefore, we chose Delaware basin seismicity for
exploring network performance to resolve earthquake hypocentral information in areas with joint backbone and portable
instrumentation.
8
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▴ Figure 6. (a) 1D Earth model (DB1D) utilized for earthquake
locations in the Delaware basin (green dotted–dashed line).
Earth models available from the literature also presented in different colors: Orr (1984, orange); Doser et al. (1992, black); Borgdfelt
(2017, blue); Nakai et al. (2017, red). (b) P- and S-wave 1D Earth
models, DB1D (solid line), and International Association of
Seismology and Physics, 1991 (IASP91) Earth model (see Data
and Resources) (dotted–dashed line) used for earthquake location in the Delaware basin and the rest of the state, respectively.
We relocated the total population of earthquakes (2248
events) provided through the TexNet catalog for the Delaware
basin using (1) only existing pre-TexNet stations, (2) existing
pre-TexNet stations and TexNet backbone stations, or (3) all
stations (Fig. 9). As expected, the number of phases available
for earthquake location increases from 5 to 6 using only
existing pre-TexNet stations and to more than 18 with all
stations being considered. Furthermore, for most of the available events, the body-wave separation azimuthal gap (GAP)
decreases from a mean of 200° using pre-TexNet stations,
to less than 80° using all stations.
– 2019
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▴

Figure 7. Magnitude of completeness (M c ) for TexNet from January 2017 through September 2018 utilizing observed seismicity for
(a) whole state based on Bayesian magnitude of completeness (BMC) spatial mapping, (b) Delaware basin, and (c) Snyder. In plots (b) and
(c) the goodness of fit (GFT, dotted–dashed line), the maximum curvature (MAXC) mean (dashed line), and median based analyses of the
segment slope (solid line) is shown. Specifically, for Snyder (c) all methods provide the same M c value.
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▴

Figure 8. Earthquakes publicly reported from TexNet for Texas, from January 2017 through September 2018.

We observed large changes in the horizontal and vertical
uncertainties prior to and following TexNet. When we used
only existing, pre-TexNet stations, horizontal uncertainties
were larger than 5 km, and depth uncertainties were larger than
7 km for most of the Delaware earthquakes. With all stations,
horizontal uncertainties reduce to 1.5 km and vertical uncertainties to less than 3 km. Without the new TexNet stations,
we were able to provide earthquake-source information for
only 1468 events out of 2248. Also in this case, when global
search-location techniques were used, epicentral location and
hypocentral-depth uncertainties were much higher than they
were in calculations that included the TexNet stations. In
Figure 10, we present the horizontal distance that epicenters
moved when event location is calculated with and without
TexNet stations in the Delaware basin.
10
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CONCLUSIONS
During the period of 2016 through 2017, TexNet deployed 58
new broadband seismic stations in Texas. Of these, 25 were
added to the existing 18 broadband stations, creating an evenly
spaced backbone, seismic network of the state. An additional
33 portable stations were deployed in four different areas of
recent seismicity and of high-socioeconomic impact.
An EMS was adopted to detect, analyze, and provide
earthquake-source information to the public, and a plan to analyze the earthquakes using M L ≥ 2 by the next business day was
put into effect. Smaller earthquakes are available on our earthquake catalog website that prioritizes higher magnitudes, and
TexNet provides the information necessary to support earthquake-related research in Texas. By decreasing M c and the
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(a)

(b)

▴ Figure 9. Comparison of event-location statistical parameters in the Delaware basin with (a) only existing pre-TexNet stations (only
distribution of uncertainties of up to 8 km presented), (b) existing and TexNet backbone stations, and (c) existing, TexNet backbone, and
portable stations.
(Continued)
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(c)

Figure 9.

uncertainty in an earthquake location, TexNet is expected
to boost scientific advancements in explaining causation of
reported seismicity in the state.

DATA AND RESOURCES
Texas Seismological Network (TexNet) has currently three
network codes on the International Federation of Digital
Seismograph Networks: TX is for the backbone and portable
stations (https://doi.org/10.7914/SN/TX), 4T is for stations
deployed in neighboring states to better locate earthquakes
in Texas (https://doi.org/10.7914/SN/4T_2018), and 2T
is for temporary deployments (https://doi.org/10.7914/
SN/2T_2018). Waveform data and metadata information for

▴ Figure 10. Change of epicenter (horizontal distance in km)
between earthquake locations calculated with and without
TexNet stations.
12
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Continued.

all stations are available through Incorporated Research
Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) and TexNet Federation
of Digital Seismograph Networks Web Services (FDSNWS,
http://rtserve.beg.utexas.edu/fdsnws/). TexNet catalog
information is available through our public website available
at http://www.beg.utexas.edu/texnet/catalog/. Metadata
and seismograms used in this study were collected except from
TexNet stations (network codes TX and 4T) from other networks in the state and neighboring states with the following
Federated Digital Seismic Network codes: IM (International
Miscellaneous Stations, available at https://www.fdsn.org/
networks/detail/IM/), IU (Global Seismographic Network,
available at https://doi.org/10.7914/SN/IU), N4 (U.S.
Geological Survey [USGS], available at https://doi.org/
10.7914/SN/NQ), MX (Mexican National Seismic Network,
available at https://doi.org/10.21766/SSNMX/SN/MX), OK
(Oklahoma Geological Survey, available at https://doi.org/
10.7914/SN/OK), SC (New Mexico Tech Seismic Network,
available at https://www.fdsn.org/networks/detail/SC/),
TA (USArray Transportable Array, available at https://
doi.org/10.7914/SN/TA), US (United States National
Seismic Network, available at https://doi.org/10.7914/SN/
US), ZP (Seismic Investigation of South Central Oklahoma,
available at https://doi.org/10.7914/SN/ZP_2016), ZW
(Southern Methodist University [SMU], available at
https://doi.org/10.7914/SN/ZW_2013), and 4F (SMU, available at https://doi.org/10.7914/SN/4F_2015). The IRIS
Mustang webservices and the USGS Comprehensive
Catalog (ComCat) were used for this study. USGS/
Advanced National Seismic System (ANSS) ComCat is
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available at https://earthquake.usgs.gov/data/comcat/.
IRIS website can be accessed at http://www.iris.edu.
National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) can be
accessed at https://earthquake.usgs.gov/contactus/golden/
neic.php. SeisComP3 (SCP3) software is available at http://
www.seiscomp3.org/. GEOFON program is available at
http://geofon.gfz-potsdam.de/.
GeoForschungsZentrum
(GFZ) German Research Centre for Geosciences is available
at http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/. Gempa GmbH is available
at http://www.gempa.de/. The International Association
of Seismology and Physics, 1991 (IASP91) Earth model is
available at https://ds.iris.edu/ds/products/emc-iasp91.
All websites were last accessed on December 2018.
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